I-TEAMS
BRING TOGETHER STUDENTS AND UNIVERSITY’S GROUND-BREAKING RESEARCH TO DEVELOP COMMERCIAL Viable STRATEGIES AND BUILD VALUABLE UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY LINKS.

Apply!
I-Teams investigates the best market approach for commercializing a new innovation developed at UNIGE. It is open to graduate, post-graduate students and post-doctoral researchers. Any field of research is eligible.

Why?
- Meet other students from diverse fields at the Translational Accelerator office. Meetings are once a week during lunch time.
- Contribute to the translation of ideas into innovations, which could improve the quality of life for patients around the globe.
- Work as part of a motivated team, learning innovation, product development techniques, and entrepreneurial skills.
- Meet leaders and make contacts with the Health Valley companies and academics centers.
- Consolidate your CV by gaining first-hand development experience.

Details are available at www.i-teams.ch

Registration
Deadline: March 13th, 2019
www.i-teams.ch